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ABSTRACT
Recent genetic discoveries have dramatically changed our understanding of two major neurodegenerative conditions. Amyotrophic lateral sclerosis (ALS) and frontotemporal dementia (FTD) are common, devastating diseases of the brain. For decades, ALS and FTD were classified as movement and cognitive disorders, respectively, due to their distinct clinical phenotypes. The recent identification of chromosome 9 open reading frame 72 (C9orf72) as the major gene causative of familial forms of ALS and FTD uncovered a new reality of a continuous FTD/ALS spectrum. The finding that up to 50% of all patients present some degree of ALS and FTD phenotypes supports this ALS/FTD continuum. Now >100 genes are known to contribute to ALS/FTD, with a few major contributors that are reviewed below. The low penetrance of C9orf72 mutations, its contribution to sporadic cases, and its combination with other genes support an oligogenic model where two or more genes contribute to disease risk, onset, progression and phenotype: from ‘pure’ ALS or FTD to combined ALS/FTD. These advances in the genetics of ALS/FTD will soon lead to a better mechanistic understanding of the pathology of the disease, which should result in the development of effective therapies in the near future.

INTRODUCTION
Amyotrophic lateral sclerosis (ALS) and frontotemporal dementia (FTD) are devastating neurological conditions with midlife onset and no cure. ALS and FTD where initially described in the mid-to-late 1800s as pure movement and cognitive disorders, respectively, a distinction that has continued until recently. ALS is a common neurodegenerative condition affecting motor neurons with rapid progression. FTD is the most common form of dementia after Alzheimer’s disease (AD) and is characterised by progressive degeneration of the frontal and temporal cortex. The ALS and FTD clinical entities remained separated from their original descriptions, although a few studies recognised heterogeneous phenotypes in ALS that included cognitive impairment overlapping FTD. These studies were sidelined for decades in favour of a more homogenous diagnosis for classic ALS that placed the complex cases into subcategories, exceptions and dual diagnoses.

This view of ALS and FTD as independent entities has changed dramatically in the last few years due to exciting advances in genetics. With the completion of the human genome in 2000, sequencing technologies have continued to improve in accuracy, speed and cost, enabling the analysis of larger populations. The identification of hexarepeat expansions in chromosome 9 open reading frame 72 (C9orf72) as the cause of the most common inherited form of ALS in 2011 explained most of the unknown genetic risk in ALS and uncovered a strong connection with FTD. Mutant C9orf72 accounts for 30%–50% of familial ALS, around 25% of familial FTD and a small fraction of sporadic ALS and FTD (~5% each), indicating that C9orf72 is the major genetic factor in both conditions. Once this strong genetic connection between ALS and FTD was uncovered, the careful re-evaluation of clinical descriptions recognised the existence of mixed ALS/FTD pathologies that could account for a disease spectrum. Other genes as well as protein pathology further connect ALS and FTD, including TAR DNA-binding protein-43 (TDP-43), fused in sarcoma (FUS) and serine/arginine-rich splicing factor 1 (SRSF1), among others. Although these genes with autosomal dominant effect have received the most attention in the last few years, a significant portion of sporadic ALS can be explained by a polygenic genetic contribution. Genome-wide association studies have revealed around 100 genetic loci that predispose to ALS with low penetrance and minor contribution to disease for each individual gene. Unfortunately, few of these genes have been validated in other studies and, thus, their role in ALS/FTD will be uncertain until these findings can be replicated. At this time, it is unclear whether these genes contribute to the penetrance of major disease genes, combine with environmental factors to trigger disease or represent quantitative traits in a polygenic disease model. These genes with small contributions will not be discussed here, as this review concentrates on the monogenic or oligogenic causes that can help develop effective therapies in the short term.

The clinical, genetic and pathological connections between ALS and FTD are discussed in detail in this review with the purpose of describing a new ALS/FTD spectrum that will allow clinicians to diagnose these conditions and help researchers develop therapeutic strategies that target one or both conditions.

THE DEVASTATING ALS
ALS is a relatively common neurodegenerative condition affecting as many as 1:350–500 adults. Although its overall prevalence is low (2 in 100 000), the lifetime risk for ALS is higher due to its short disease course. The typical onset is in midlife to late-life and from diagnosis the disease progresses dramatically to cause paralysis and death within 2–3 years. Like for many other neurodegenerative conditions, there is no cure for ALS. This lack of therapies is based on a poor biological understanding of the disease, including the pathologies that drive clinical progression.
knowledge of the specific disease mechanisms and on the intrinsic complexity of ALS. The progressive paralysis in patients with ALS is a consequence of the dysfunction and loss of motor neurons located in the brainstem and spinal cord as well as in the motor cortex. Thus, this is a central brain condition, although the symptoms affect first the extremities due to the degeneration of the long axons of the central motor neurons. In its late stages, ALS affects the motor neurons controlling the respiratory muscles and the throat, causing breathing and swallowing difficulties that are usually the cause of death.

The progressive loss of motor neurons in ALS is typically accompanied by reactive astrocytes and microglia, and signs of neuroinflammation. Upper motor neurons show axonal degeneration and myelin loss. The surviving motor neurons contain cytoplasmic protein aggregates that are ubiquitinated. These protein aggregates contain mainly TDP-43, and also superoxide dismutase-1 (SOD1), FUS and other proteins. Based on this protein misfolding pathology, ALS belongs to the large class of proteinopathies that include AD and other highly prevalent conditions for which there are currently no disease-modifying therapies.

Classic ALS was described in the mid-1800s as a rapidly progressing motor neuron disease, but the phenotypes are actually quite variable as demonstrated by two famous patients. Lou Gehrig, for whom the disease is named, developed the classic ALS phenotype: he went from being a consistent and durable iron horse to full-blown motor neuron disease and death in 2 years. On the other hand, the cosmologist Stephen Hawkins started developing ALS symptoms in his early 20s but continues to produce brilliant work on cosmological theories at the age of 70 despite his advanced paralysis. Whereas Hawkins’ cognitive abilities remain intact, other forms of ALS exhibit obvious cognitive loss. This is due to neuronal loss in the prefrontal and temporal cortex, neurons critical for maintaining executive functions. It is now recognised that up to 15% of patients with ALS also have a clear FTD diagnosis, with up to 50% showing some FTD symptoms. Although this overlap was recognised long ago, these patients were placed in a separate category from those exhibiting pure motor neuron disease. Genetics also contributes to the variability of ALS phenotypes: while most ALS mutations accelerate onset and disease course, SOD1-D90A leads to a slow disease progression. Some mutations are linked to specific symptoms, like cognitive impairment, while others are typically constraint to motor neuron disease. The complex clinical classification of ALS is relevant because disease subtypes reflect the underlying pathogenic mechanisms; hence, understanding the pathology will help develop the most effective treatments for each subtype.

### ALS, A SPORADIC DISEASE WITH GENETIC AND ENVIRONMENTAL CONTRIBUTIONS

Like the highly prevalent AD and Parkinson’s disease, ALS is mainly a sporadic disease with a 5%–10% autosomal dominant inheritance. However, the presence of co-occurring and de novo mutations in sporadic ALS raises the overall heritability for ALS, which was proposed to be as high as 60% in twin studies. Several genes with autosomal dominant effect are described here in some detail because these genes have been confirmed in multiple cohorts and animal studies have confirmed their contribution to disease (table 1 and figure 1). Genome-wide association studies have uncovered over 100 loci that predispose to disease with low penetrance, supporting the strong heritability of ALS. The contribution of environmental toxins and lifestyle to ALS has been widely reported, but no definitive factors are known to cause ALS. The high prevalence of ALS-related syndrome with dementia and parkinsonism in the Pacific island of Guam suggested a strong link to an environmental toxin, particularly seeds rich in cyanotoxins from the local diet. However, recent studies found that this condition has almost disappeared without sufficient evidence to prove the causative role of the diet. More recently, pesticides found in the blood of patients with ALS suggested their potential causative role of ALS clusters in Michigan. Age, occupation and lifestyle seem to influence the risk for ALS, but no specific toxin has so far been clearly identified as the direct cause of ALS.

### Table 1 Major ALS/FTD genes

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>ALS/FTD</th>
<th>Gene</th>
<th>Mutation</th>
<th>Protein/function</th>
<th>Disease contribution</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>ALS</td>
<td>SOD1</td>
<td>Missense</td>
<td>Superoxide dismutase 1/oxidative stress</td>
<td>ALS 12%, sALS ~1%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ALS</td>
<td>OPN</td>
<td>Missense</td>
<td>Optineurin/vesicle trafficking</td>
<td>ALS &lt;1%, sALS &lt;1%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ALS/FTD</td>
<td>C9orf72</td>
<td>Non-coding GGGGCC expansion</td>
<td>C9orf72/GDP-GTP nucleotide exchange factor</td>
<td>ALS 40%, sALS 7%, sFTD 25%, sFTD 6%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ALS/FTD</td>
<td>TARDBP</td>
<td>Missense/hom &amp;</td>
<td>TDP-43/RNA-binding, processing</td>
<td>ALS 5%, sALS &lt;1%, sFTD 1%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ALS/FTD</td>
<td>FUS</td>
<td>Missense/hom</td>
<td>FUS/RNA-binding, processing</td>
<td>ALS 4%, sALS &lt;1%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ALS/FTD</td>
<td>VCP</td>
<td>Missense</td>
<td>Valosin-containing protein/proteasome, vesicle trafficking</td>
<td>ALS 1%, sFTD &lt;1%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ALS/FTD</td>
<td>UBLQNL1</td>
<td>Missense</td>
<td>Ubiquitin-1/protein degradation</td>
<td>X linked ALS/FTD &lt;1%, sALS 2%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ALS/FTD</td>
<td>SQSTM1</td>
<td>Missense/deletion</td>
<td>p62/protein degradation</td>
<td>ALS ~1%, sALS 4%, sFTD 2%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ALS/FTD</td>
<td>CHMP2B</td>
<td>Missense</td>
<td>Charged multispherical protein 2B/vesicle trafficking</td>
<td>sFTD &lt;1%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>FTD</td>
<td>MAPT</td>
<td>Missense and splice-site</td>
<td>Tau/microtubule binding and stabilisation</td>
<td>sFTD ~10%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>FTD</td>
<td>GRN</td>
<td>Missense</td>
<td>Granulin/tissue repair</td>
<td>sFTD ~20%, sFTD 5%</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

- ALS, amyotrophic lateral sclerosis; FTD, frontotemporal dementia; FUS, fused in sarcoma; l, familial; GRN, granulin; MAPT, microtubule-associated protein tau; s, sporadic; VCP, valosin-containing protein.

---

of SOD1 are known to cause autosomal dominant ALS. SOD1 mutations like A4V typically induce early onset or rapid progression, whereas the recessive D90A causes a slow disease course. These findings demonstrate the causative role of SOD1 mutations in ALS and suggest a yet unknown complexity in the SOD1-dependent mechanisms mediating pathogenesis. SOD1 normally forms dimers in the cytosol to convert superoxide radicals into oxygen and hydrogen peroxide, thus protecting cells from oxidative stress. Most mutations reduce the catalytic activity of SOD1, but mouse models do not support SOD1 loss of function (LOF) as the cause of ALS pathogenesis. Since SOD1 mutations promote misfolding and aggregation, gain-of-function (GOF) mechanisms similar to those implicated in other common protein misfolding disorders or proteinopathies are favoured by most investigators. Wild-type SOD1 is also found in aggregates in sporadic patients with ALS, suggesting that environmental or metabolic factors that promote SOD1 misfolding can trigger pathogenesis. Alternatively, motor neuron dysfunction can result in SOD1 aggregation as a secondary event. Several cellular pathways seem to be altered as a consequence of SOD1 aggregation, including blocked proteasomal degradation, blocked autophagy, mitochondria dysfunction and others (figure 2). More research is needed to find interventions that prevent SOD1 aggregation or mitigate the cellular responses downstream of pathogenic SOD1.

FTD, THE SECOND MOST PREVALENT DEMENTIA
FTD, also known as frontotemporal lobar dementia (FTLD), is the second most common form of dementia after AD, with a prevalence of up to 4–22 in 10 000 in those aged between 45 and 65 years, with the wide range mostly due to a high rate of misdiagnosis as AD. The dementia arises from the progressive degeneration of the frontal and anterior temporal lobes. As described above for ALS, typical FTD is a heterogeneous condition with behavioural and language variants, and a wide range of survival time after diagnosis (2–20 years). Although dementia is the key clinical phenotype of FTD, around 15% are also diagnosed with ALS and up to 40% of patients with FTD show motor neuron disease. Thus, ‘pure’ ALS and FTD are book-ends of a disease spectrum with high phenotypic complexity.

FTD is another proteinopathy characterised by the accumulation of aggregated proteins in the cytoplasm of neurons and glia in the affected regions with no cure. The cellular pathology of FTD is quite complex, which resulted in a subclassification of the disease based on the proteins present in the inclusions. In contrast to the highly homogeneous AD pathology, FTD can present with five different protein pathologies, with Tau and TDP-43 representing 90% of all the cases. The rest contain FUS, ubiquitin or no protein pathology. This variation in protein pathology complicates the identification of common pathological triggers and cellular mechanisms in FTD. However, the common dementia phenotype suggests the existence of shared pathogenic mechanisms that can be unravelled through genetics and mechanistic studies.

TAU, THE FIRST FTD GENE
The first genetic association in FTD was known as FTLD-17 due to a strong region of interest in chromosome 17. These patients exhibited autosomal dominant dementia, parkinsonism and behavioural changes. FTLD-17 was characterised by robust cytoplasmic aggregates positive for microtubule-associated protein tau, which maps on chromosome 17, making tau the obvious genetic candidate. Subsequent cloning of the gene responsible for FTDP-17 identified several mutations in tau (figure 1). Currently, 44 different mutations in tau are associated with FTLD-17, either missense mutations or mutations that alter splicing of the microtubule domain repeats (3R or 4R). The 3R/4R ratio seems to be important for tau stability and mutations that promote 4R tau result in tau aggregation and cytoskeleton disorganisation (figure 2). Missense mutations may alter other functions of tau or increase its phosphorylation, again resulting in tau aggregation. Tau pathology is well known for its involvement in AD tangles, although tau mutations do not occur in AD. It is interesting to note that the first gene identified in FTD causes a pure FTD phenotype without motor neuron disease similar to the role of SOD1 in ALS. Apparently, these pure ALS and FTD lineages were highly homogeneous, which facilitated the identification of the genes responsible for the pathologies.

When many patients with FTLD-17 turned out to have no mutations in tau or tau aggregates, subsequent sequencing of nearby genes led to the identification of mutations in the granulin (GRN) gene. GRN encodes the secreted glycoprotein progranulin, which can be cleaved to form several granulins whose function is related to glucose sensing and tissue repair. GRN mutations are more common than tau mutations in FTLD (figure 1) and only one case has been reported to also show ALS, although it is not clear that GRN is responsible for the ALS phenotype.

GENETIC DISCOVERIES AND THE BIRTH OF THE ALS/FTD DISEASE SPECTRUM
Prior to the recent genetic discoveries, two main arguments linked ALS and FTD: shared clinical phenotypes and protein pathology. Studies over the last 30 years have confirmed the
co-occurrence of ALS and FTD, with around 15% of ALS cases showing a clear diagnosis of FTD and another 15% of patients with FTD displaying ALS. These numbers may underestimate the co-occurrence of ALS and FTD because of the dominance of one condition, but some estimates suggest that up to 50% of ALS show some signs of cognitive decline and vice versa. With regard to the cellular pathology, it is well known that ubiquitin and TDP-43 inclusions are highly prevalent in both ALS and FTD, suggesting common cellular perturbations and molecular mechanisms. These two important clues were sidelined until just a few years ago, when genetic evidence helped solidify the idea of an ALS/FTD disease continuum with pure ALS and FTD representing the extremes (bookends).

The identification of SOD1 and tau in the 1990s as genetic factors in ALS and FTD, respectively, supported the traditional view of two distinct clinical entities. However, SOD1 and tau explained as small percentage of the inherited risk for each disease and even less of the sporadic diseases. With the advent of modern genome sequencing technologies, several efforts have yielded >100 genes contributing to the genetic risks of ALS and FTD. Most of these genes are ‘minor contribution genes’ that still need to be validated in multiple cohorts and functional studies. These genes can predispose to ALS/FTD by combining with mutations in major genes or by promoting common TDP-43 or RNA splicing pathologies. But much work is still needed to understand their contribution to disease and their pathogenic mechanisms. The next section will review the most prominent genes linking ALS and FTD.

**C9ORF72 AND MECHANISMS OF TOXICITY**

In 2011, non-coding GGGGCC expansions in C9orf72 were identified as the most common mutations in inherited forms of ALS (40%) and FTD (23%), and in a significant number of sporadic ALS (5%) and FTD (6%) (figure 1). C9orf72 mutations in patients with ALS+FTD have been validated in several independent studies. These patients show neuronal inclusion pathology positive for ubiquitin and p62, but negative for TDP-43, indicating that another protein had a prominent role in ALS/FTD. Normal individuals have up to 20 hexanucleotide repeats and anywhere from 30 to thousands are found in patients. However, C9orf72 mutations are not fully penetrant, which accounts for the large prevalence of C9orf72 mutations...
in 'sporadic' ALS/FTD. This incomplete penetrance suggests the contribution of other mutations and environmental factors in disease onset and progression in C9orf72 families. Interestingly, the hexarepeat region of C9orf72 is located in between two non-coding exons, suggesting several, non-exclusive mechanisms mediating C9orf72 pathogenesis. Below is a brief review of all the potential mechanisms that can explain C9orf72 toxicity.

**C9orf72 LOF**

Recent analysis suggests that C9orf72 encodes for a protein with Guanosine diphosphate and triphosphate (GDP-GTP) nucleotide exchange factor activity. Both C9orf72 mRNA and the C9orf72 protein are highly expressed in the brain in mice and humans. Studies have reported lower levels of C9orf72 mRNA in patients carrying the expansions and reductions in the long C9orf72 isoform. However, the short isoform seems to accumulate at higher levels and relocalise to the plasma membrane, suggesting a potential mechanism of toxicity, although the significance of these findings is unclear. Mice lacking C9orf72 function show autoimmune phenotypes, but not degeneration of motor neurons and frontal cortex, suggesting a minor contribution of LOF to C9orf72-mediated ALS/FTD.

**C9orf72 mRNA GOF**

The non-coding GGGGCC repeats place the C9orf72 mutations in a class of neurological disorders caused by non-coding repeats that includes myotonic dystrophy (MD) 1 and 2, spinocerebellar ataxias types 8, 10 and 12 and fragile-X tremor ataxia syndrome. In these conditions, mRNAs carrying the repeat expansion accumulate in nuclear foci that titrate RNA-binding proteins, and perturb the maturation and splicing of other mRNAs, thus receiving the common name of RNA mis-splicing diseases (figure 2). Several arguments support the toxicity of mRNA, including the finding that the repeat alone without the gene context is toxic in model systems. Also, repeat expansions promote the transcription of the antisense mRNA, which are also found in the foci. In MD1, CUG repeats bind and titrate specific splicing factors, which result in altered protein expression profiles with a role in pathogenesis. GGGGCC repeats show high affinity for heterogeneous nuclear ribonucleoproteins (hnRNP), particularly hnRNP H, which has the potential to alter splicing. Other proteins are likely to bind GGGGCC repeats with moderate to high affinity, potentially altering maturation of large numbers of transcripts.

**C9orf72 repeat associated non-ATG products GOF**

One of the most surprising findings emerging from the non-coding repeat expansions is the production of peptide repeats through unconventional repeat associated non-ATG (RAN) translation. RAN translation was first described in the trinucleotide repeat CUG produced in MD1 as a potential new mechanism mediating pathogenesis. Since RAN translation does not need ATG to establish the reading frame, both sense and antisense strands can produce five different polymeric proteins. The long GGGGCC repeats from C9orf72 also undergo RAN translation, but the hexarepeats produce dipeptide repeats (DPR) (figure 2). The sense hexarepeat produces GA, GR and GP DPRs and the antisense strand produces PG, PR and PA. These DPRs have been observed in brain tissue from patients, induced pluripotent stem (iPS) cells and animal models, although their distribution does not correlate with the regions damaged in ALS/FTD. This observation may not be highly relevant because small amounts of highly toxic DPRs may be enough to kill susceptible neurons. Directed expression of dipeptides containing arginine (ATG-PR and ATG-GR) demonstrated high toxicity in vivo, while ATG-PA and ATG-GA and hexarepeats with stop codons were not toxic. These results suggested that PR and GR are the main disease triggers, with a minor contribution for the mRNA foci.

So far, GOF mechanisms explain better the experimental data. But the relative contribution of mRNA foci or DPRs is not clear at this time (figure 2). Experiments have not clearly elucidated this issue because of the limitations of expressing pure RNA repeats without DPRs. The addition of stop codons to prevent RNA translation disturbs the formation of tertiary mRNA structures and reduces the ability to trap nuclear proteins, thus altering mRNA foci toxicity. The only apparent solution to these studies would require inhibiting RAN translation to express pure RNA repeats in the absence of DPRs. Ultimately, it is possible that a combination of RNA and DPR toxicity results in synergistic effects and, hence, the two cannot be completely dissociated.

**Cellular mechanisms of C9orf72 toxicity**

Two main cellular mechanisms seem to explain the toxicity of GGGGCC repeats. The first implicates the nucleus, a convergence point for RNA foci and DPRs, suggesting nuclear stress as a pathogenic mechanism (figure 2). The interaction of GGGGCC repeats with specific RNPs is expected to alter mRNA splicing and maturation. In fact, transcriptomic studies have confirmed altered expression profiles in patients, including extensive abnormal splicing involving thousands of substrates. GGGGCC repeats and some DPRs colocalise in the nucleolus, the site where rRNAs are processed and assembled. Nucleolar dysfunction has been reported in patients and several models (figure 2), although the specific mechanisms mediating this toxicity are unknown at this time.

Three recent publications linked the toxicity of mutant C9orf72 to perturbations in the nucleocytoplasmic transport of proteins and RNA (figure 2). A candidate screen for RNA-binding proteins found that overexpression of the nuclear pore protein RanGAP suppressed GGGGCC toxicity in Drosophila. A genome-wide deficiency screen in Drosophila found two genetic modifiers of GGGGCC implicated in the nucleocytoplasmic machinery, which led to the identification of additional genetic modifiers among components of the pore complex. Moreover, an overexpression screen in yeast found 62 modifiers of PR toxicity, including 11 components of the nucleocytoplasmic transport machinery. The screen also identified additional modifiers in diverse pathways, providing a more complete picture of the complex cellular mechanisms of PR toxicity. Interestingly, GGGGCC repeats induced cytoplasmic accumulation of TDP-43, revealing an insightful connection between the two pathologies.

**TDP-43 AND MECHANISM OF TOXICITY**

In 2006, most tau-negative FTD cases were found to accumulate cytoplasmic inclusions containing ubiquitinated, phosphorylated and truncated TDP-43. TDP-43 inclusions were also identified in large numbers of sporadic and familial ALS and are typically found in carriers of C9orf72 mutations. This observation was seminal to solidify the idea of an ALS/FTD continuum based on shared molecular pathology. The fact that TDP-43 is aggregated, ubiquitinated, phosphorylated and mislocalised in the cytosol in most cases of ALS and FTD provided important clues to the potential contribution of TDP-43 in neurodegeneration. After the characterisation of this pathological similarity between sporadic forms of FTD and ALS, mutations in TDP-43 were identified in
familial forms of ALS (4%) and FTD (1%) (figure 1). TDP-43 is a RNA-binding protein encoded by TARDBP normally found in the nucleus and proposed to regulate transcription, splicing (including its own mRNA), miRNA biogenesis and mRNA transport. Most mutation in familial ALS and FTD are located in the C-terminal RNA-binding domain, which are expected to alter the interaction with mRNAs and affect their splicing.

TDP-43 LOF mechanisms
As is the case for several genes implicated in neurodegeneration, both LOF and GOF have been proposed to mediate TDP-43 pathogenesis. LOF of TDP-43 is supported by the mutations in the RNA binding domain and the mislocalisation of the protein from the nucleus to the cytoplasm, which also occurs in sporadic ALS and FTD. Depletion of TDP-43 in the nucleus alters splicing and cytosolic TDP-43 can bring along mRNA molecules that prevent their processing and maturation, thus causing a LOF of these downstream molecules (figure 2). Several animal models indicate that TDP-43 is required for viability in embryonic and postembryonic stages, but this does not inform us about the contribution of TDP-43 LOF to neurodegeneration. Although the initial triggers prompting TDP-43 accumulation in the cytosol are unknown, pathological forms of TDP-43 induce mislocalisation of normal TDP-43, further causing a depletion of TDP-43 in the nucleus.

TDP-43 GOF mechanisms
Both overexpression and underexpression of TDP-43 is toxic in animal models, suggesting that tight regulation of TDP-43 expression is critical to prevent pathology. In this regard, the autoregulation of TDP-43 through binding its own mRNA suggests potential feedback mechanisms for TDP-43 accumulation and mislocalisation. TDP-43 binds valosin-containing protein (VCP) and has the potential to alter VCP distribution and function, thus connecting TDP-43 to the protein degradation machinery. TDP-43 belongs to a large class of amyloid proteins that form aggregates containing misfolded conformations. These aggregates can recruit other proteins, and thus deplete them and interfere with their normal function (figure 2). Additionally, small soluble assemblies of TDP-43 have the potential to be transmitted to neighbouring cells by active and passive mechanisms, although experimental support for this is still missing. Recent data suggest that accumulation of several amyloids in the cytoplasm, including TDP-43, impair necrocytoplasmic transport, revealing a mechanistic connection between TDP-43 and C9orf72.

FUS AND MECHANISM OF TOXICITY
FUS was identified as a component of neuronal inclusions that were SOD1 and TDP-43 negative and ubiquitin positive in patients with ALS, leading to the identification of mutations in FUS in familial ALS (figure 1). Like TDP-43, FUS is a nuclear protein that shuttles to and from the cytoplasm, has an RNA-binding domain in the C-terminus, and is thought to be implicated in transcription, splicing and mRNA transport. FUS mutations account for 4% of familial ALS, 1% of sporadic ALS and a small percentage of familial FTD. However, FUS pathology is observed in sporadic FTD and in patients with ALS/FTD. The mutations disrupt binding to transportin, which shuttles FUS and other proteins to the nucleus, thus resulting in the cytosolic accumulation of FUS (figure 2). FUS binds thousands of mRNA substrates and FUS LOF alters the splicing of >1000 genes, some of which are neuronal genes that could participate in pathogenesis. As is the case with TDP-43, both LOF and GOF mechanisms have been proposed in FUS pathogenesis, although no specific pathways are known at this time. Despite the similarities with TDP-43, FUS does not colocalise with TDP-43 in cytoplasmic inclusions and their mRNA targets are quite different, suggesting that they are not part of a linear pathway. Given the many targets of FUS and TDP-43, they may induce degeneration by altering the processing and transport of large numbers of mRNAs.

VCP, SQSTM1, UBQLN2 AND CHARGED MULTIVESICULAR PROTEIN 2B
In addition to the main ALS/TDP genes described above, a small number of genes also play a significant role in inherited forms of ALS/FTD. VCP is a highly abundant class II AAA (ATP-associated with diverse cellular activities) protein that targets a variety of substrates for degradation by the ubiquitin-proteasome pathway. VCP mutations cause a complex syndrome with myopathy, FTD and 1% of familial ALS (figure 1). Due to the normal function of VCP in protein degradation, VCP mutations cause deficient proteolysis and accumulation of ubiquitinated substrates (figure 2). On this same line, mutations in UBQLN2, which encodes the regulator of protein degradation ubiquilin-2, were identified in ALS with FTLD (figure 1). These patients showed accumulation of UBQLN2 in inclusions positive for ubiquitin, p62 and FUS. This UBQLN2 pathology is also present in sporadic ALS/FTD cases and in mutant C9orf72 carriers (figure 2). SQSTM1 or p62 is an inducible protein encoded by the SQSTM1 gene implicated in cell survival and death. P62 has an ubiquitin-associated domain that marks substrates for degradation. P62 inhibits autophagy through target of rapamycin and is degraded by binding to LC3 and incorporation into the autophagosome. Due to its role in cellular stress, candidate studies revealed mutations in p62 in familial ALS and FTD (figure 1). Additionally, p62 has been found in cytoplasmic aggregates in patients carrying C9orf72 mutations co-aggregated with TDP-43 or ubiquitin. Deficient proteolysis has been suggested as a secondary mechanism of toxicity in several proteinopathies that accumulate ubiquitinated substrates in the nucleus or the cytoplasm, and it seems to be a critical player in ALS/FTD as well.

Lastly, mutations in charged multivesicular protein 2B (CHMP2B) were found to be responsible for TDP in chromosome 3 in European families. These patients develop parkinsonism and dystonia, but not motor neuron disease, and show cytosolic protein aggregation positive for ubiquitin and p62, but not TDP-43. Many additional genes with minor roles in ALS and/or FTD have been described in several recent reviews and will not be discussed here.

OLIGOGENIC MODEL OF ALS/FTD
The traditional view for autosomal dominant conditions such as familial ALS and FTD is that mutations in one high penetrance gene were sufficient to cause disease. Although that is the case in patients carrying mutant SOD1 and tau, recent findings challenge drastically this monogenic model. Despite the high prevalence of C9orf72 mutations in ALS/FTD, they have low penetrance and can be found with other mutations and in sporadic ALS/FTD. These observations suggest that low penetrance risk genes contribute to disease in combination with other minor genes or modulate disease onset and progression in combination with major genes (figure 1). This has been proven in a few cases in which second mutations have been identified in carriers of C9orf72 expansions and ataxin-2 polyglutamine expansions, TDP-43, FUS, SOD1, tau, SQSTM1, CHMP2B, and other proteins that interact with TDP-43 and FUS. These proteins may act as novel disease modifiers or at least increase the severity of ALS/FTD.
The combination of C9orf72 with ATXN2 seems to alter disease onset and progression. Interestingly, C9orf72 with TDP-43, FUS or SOD1 mutations causes pure ALS, whereas in combination with tau and SQSTM1 causes pure FTD (reviewed in ref. 2). Thus, C9orf72 increases the risk of developing ALS/FTD and the second mutation determines the pathology. Combinations of TDP-43, FUS and SOD1 with minor genes have been described due to the high incidence of double mutants in sporadic ALS. Although these observations are very revealing, the molecular and cellular mechanisms mediating the consequences of these combinations need to be elucidated experimentally. The polygenic or oligogenic models explain two important aspects of ALS/FTD: the low penetrance of C9orf72 mutations and the wide clinical spectrum, where the extremes are likely mediated by combinations of common genes like C9orf72 with ALS-exclusive or FTD-exclusive second hits like SOD1 and tau.

CONVERGENCE OF PATHOGENIC MECHANISMS: ABERRANT RNA PROCESSING AND PROTEIN DEGRADATION

The review of the major ALS/FTD genes suggests that they mainly perturb two cellular processes: aberrant RNA processing and protein degradation (figure 2). Aberrant RNA processing includes titration of RNA binding proteins in foci, loss of nuclear TDP-43 and FUS affecting RNA maturation, splicing and transport, nuclear pore dysfunction preventing the export and translation of mRNAs, nucleolus dysfunction and formation of stress granules in the cytosol. Protein degradation is affected by several genes with functions closely associated with autophagy or proteasome-dependent degradation (p62, UBQLN1, VCP) and pathogenic proteins showing the ability to disrupt protein degradation: TDP-43, FUS. Tau, SOD1 aggregates and DPRs containing arginine. Interestingly, the main ALS/FTD mutations (C9orf72, TDP-43 and FUS) are involved in both cellular processes, connecting the pathogenic mechanisms and supporting a central role in the common pathogenesis. But additional connections have been uncovered between the two cellular pathways, suggesting that altering one leads to alterations in the other. For instance, aberrant protein degradation may lead to aberrant RNA processing through TDP-43 aggregation in the cytoplasm. This is supported by observations that mutations in VCP and UBQLN1 leads to mislocalisation of TDP-43, thus connecting both pathologies. All the different proteins capable of perturbing protein degradation (figure 2) can also alter RNA processing by promoting TDP-43/FUS aggregation and accumulation in stress granules, which sequester mRNA and RNA-binding proteins. Conversely, altered RNA processing can disrupt protein degradation through the loss of key factors, and the secondary TDP-43 depletion in aggregates can inhibit autophagy, linking TDP-43 to VCP, UBQLN2 and p62. Overall, there seems to be robust genetic and pathologic evidence connecting aberrant RNA processing and protein degradation to support a series of complex cellular mechanisms that can explain most ALS/TDP cases.

THERAPEUTIC OPPORTUNITIES

Understanding the disease mechanisms is key to design rationale therapies that specifically target the disease triggers and the symptoms. The first objective should be reducing the levels of the mutant gene products (mRNA and/or proteins) in patients carrying mutations in major genes. This alone should reduce the pathogenic trigger enough to allow the neurons to recover their normal function. Some of the therapies in this area include antibodies designed against mutant alleles that have already being tested for SOD1 and could be used also against mutant tau, TDP-43 and FUS. Therapeutic agents could also target the specific mRNA sequence of mutant ALS/FTD genes through antisense oligonucleotides. These agents are under investigation in spinal muscular atrophy patients and individuals carrying non-coding repeats responsible for myotonic dystrophy 1. Based on the potential implication of the wild-type alleles for SOD1 and TDP-43 in pathogenesis of ALS/FTD, these therapies could have a more general application to most patients, not only those carrying mutations. Although these targeted interventions are ideal for eliminating known genetic causes of disease, these methods are still in experimental phase and need to address several important challenges, including long-term safety and brain penetration for central brain disorders like ALS and FTD. Some of these challenges can be solved with the use of viral and cell-based vectors that can be injected once in the brain and self-perpetuate while expressing therapeutic agents like single-chain antibodies or antisense oligonucleotides. Although these technologies have demonstrated their viability in laboratory animals, safety concerns still need to be addressed.

A complementary strategy would focus on the downstream pathways perturbed in patients with ALS/FTD. We have reviewed here several cellular processes directly perturbed by the major ALS/FTD genes. Although they seem to cover diverse processes, the convergence of all the genes into related cellular perturbations provides hope for finding traditional pharmacological agents (stable, soluble small molecules) that correct the damage caused by altered RNA processing and protein degradation. It seems logical to pursue strategies that activate autophagy and proteasomal degradation to solve the problem of accumulating amyloids, but these strategies seem to work only under very controlled conditions. Although counterintuitive, several strategies are available to determine the benefits of inhibiting the early stages of autophagy to prevent the accumulation of late vesicles fused to lysosomes that can leach their acidic content to the cytosol. Similarly, the accumulation of foci, the dysfunction of nucleoli and blockage of nuclear pores suggest that reducing the overall levels of transcription (not just of the mutant genes) could reduce the stress caused by aberrant RNA processing. Also, compounds that inhibit nuclear export (KPT-276) have shown benefits in Drosophila models of C9orf72, supporting the important role of this pathogenic mechanism. This strategy needs to be investigated carefully to determine its benefits without causing deleterious effects. A number of experimental strategies include small molecules designed to bind RNA hairpins and the TMPyP4 porphyrin that disrupts expanded C9orf72 mRNA binding to RNA-binding proteins. Ultimately, several of these approaches may need to be combined to maximise their effect on relevant pathways.

Current technological developments in iPSC cells and CRISPR DNA editing hold the promise of restoring function to central nervous system neurons and glia, and curing patient carrying ALS/FTD mutations, respectively. These technologies are clearly not ready for general use, but limited studies in peripheral tissues support their utility. Given the technical, regulatory and safety hurdles for these ‘blue skies’ therapies, small molecules targeting the downstream pathways shared by a majority of patients will have a more immediate application.

CONCLUSIONS

Advances in genome sequencing have brought radical changes into our understanding of ALS/FTD from two separate clinical entities to a complex disease spectrum. At a pathological level,
the SOD1 and tau pathologies fit perfectly in distinct motor neuron and cognitive disorders, but the shared TDP-43 pathology was puzzling. The discovery of C9orf72 hexanucleotide expansions in familial forms of ALS and FTD forced the revision of these connections between two diseases. The common TDP-43 pathology makes more sense in the context of overlapping clinical phenotypes. Together with the genetics of C9orf72, all data available contribute to describe a complex neurodegenerative condition with extremes representing pure ALS and FTD, and the rest represented by different degrees of combined phenotypes.

Despite the clarity provided by the recognition of an ALS/FTD spectrum, the complex genetics and pathology of these conditions still need further clarification. Over a hundred genes contribute to the risk of ALS/FTD, but only a few are major genes with high penetrance. Most genes have minor contributions to the disease, supporting an oligogenic model where contributions from two or more genes trigger the disease. This is supported by many reports of individuals carrying two mutations, where the low penetrant C9orf72 mutations have been found together with mutations in several other ALS/FTD genes. In these cases, the second hit can explain how the extreme pure phenotypes arise. It is also clear that environmental factors contribute to ALS, suggesting that low penetrance mutations together with external triggers can result in motor neuron disease.

Much work is still needed to understand the complexity of ALS/FTD, including the contribution of most minor genes and the molecular mechanisms of ALS/FTD pathologies. But the field has already taken giant steps towards integrating the research to a higher level of mechanistic understanding. Only when the molecular targets are clearly identified will be possible to develop therapeutic strategies with disease-modifying potential, including therapies against several targets combined with improved symptomatic therapies.
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